Aims. We study the effect of the magnetic gradient and curvature drifts on the pitch-angle dependent transport of solar energetic particles (SEPs) in the heliosphere, focussing on ∼3 -36 MeV protons. By considering observers located at different positions in the heliosphere, we investigate how drifts may alter the measured intensity-time profiles and energy spectra. We focus on the decay phase of solar energetic proton events in which a temporal invariant spectrum and disappearing spatial intensity gradients are often observed; a phenomenon known as the 'reservoir effect' or the 'SEP flood'. We study the effects of drifts by propagating particles both in nominal and non-nominal solar wind conditions. Methods. We used a three-dimensional (3D) particle transport model, solving the focused transport equation extended with the effect of particle drifts in the spatial term. Nominal Parker solar wind configurations of different speeds and a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) generated solar wind containing a corotating interaction region (CIR) were considered. The latter configuration gives rise to a magnetic bottle structure, with one bottleneck at the Sun and the other at the CIR. We inject protons from a fixed source at 0.1 AU, the inner boundary of the MHD model. Results. When the drift induced particle net-flux is zero, the modelled intensity-time profiles obtained at different radial distances along an IMF line show the same intensity fall-off after the prompt phase of the particle event, which is in accordance with the SEP flood phenomenon. However, observers magnetically connected close to the edges of the particle injection site can experience, as a result of drifts, a sudden drop in the intensities occurring at different times for different energies such that no SEP flood phenomenon is established. In the magnetic bottle structure, this effect is enhanced due to the presence of magnetic field gradients strengthening the nominal particle drifts. Moreover, anisotropies can be large for observers that only receive particles through drifts, illustrating the importance of pitch-angle dependent 3D particle modelling. We observe that interplanetary cross-field diffusion can mitigate the effects of particle drifts. Conclusions. Particle drifts can substantially modify the decay phase of SEP events, especially if the solar wind contains compression regions or shock waves where the drifts are enhanced. This is, for example, the case for our CIR solar wind configuration generated with a 3D MHD model, where the effect of drifts is strong. A similar decay rate in different energy channels and for different observers requires the mitigation of the effect of drifts. One way to accomplish this is through interplanetary cross-field diffusion, suggesting thus a way to determine a minimum value for the cross-field diffusion strength.
Introduction
When solar energetic particles (SEPs) are released from their acceleration site, they commence a journey through the inner heliosphere and beyond. Being charged particles, SEPs are subject to the Lorentz-force, gyrating along the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) lines embedded in the solar wind. The IMF contains turbulent fluctuations that scatter energetic particles and possibly transport them perpendicular to the magnetic field. In addition, gradients in the IMF and the curvature of the IMF lines induce particle drifts, moving particles across IMF lines.
Recently, Marsh et al. (2013) and Dalla et al. (2015 Dalla et al. ( , 2017 used full-orbit test particle simulations to model particle propagation in interplanetary space. These authors illustrate that drifts can have a major effect on the distribution of SEPs in the heliosphere, especially when considering high-energy particles (> 100 MeV protons) or ions with a high mass-to-charge ratio. The importance of drifts also increases towards higher heliocentric latitudes as discussed analytically, for example, by Dalla et al. (2013) . In addition, Dalla et al. (2015) show how drifts in the opposite direction of the convective electric field in the solar wind result in the deceleration of energetic particles. This process has also been discussed previously in le Roux et al. (2007) and le Roux & Webb (2009) where the authors instead used a kinetic transport equation approach.
In the past, the effect of particle drifts has mainly been studied in the context of cosmic rays (CRs) as drifts provide a natural explanation for the observed heliospheric CR modulation over the solar cycle (Jokipii et al. 1977 ) and for different features in the energy spectrum of cosmic-rays, such as the first and second knees (Ptuskin et al. 1993) . Modelling CR transport in space is typically done by solving the Parker equation (Parker 1965) , which describes the evolution of an isotropic distribution function. The spatial evolution is described through a diffusion process, in which the effects of particle drifts enter via the off-diagonal elements of the corresponding diffusion tensor. However, in order to explain the observations of CR modulation using the Parker equation approach, the effects of particle Article number, page 1 of 13 arXiv:2001.04655v1 [physics.space-ph] 14 Jan 2020 A&A proofs: manuscript no. preprint drifts are often too strong and hence have to be reduced (e.g. Potgieter et al. 1989) . Full-orbit test particle simulations in a prescribed turbulent magnetic field configuration have indeed illustrated that the drift coefficients in the Parker equation can be suppressed if the level of turbulence is high enough (e.g. Giacalone & Jokipii 1999; Candia & Roulet 2004; Minnie et al. 2007; Tautz & Shalchi 2012; Engelbrecht 2019) . However, it is important to note that the Parker equation is only valid for isotropic particle distributions, which is not necessarily valid for SEPs as they are often characterised by strong anisotropies (e.g. Heras et al. 1994) . For such events, the focused transport equation (FTE) (e.g. Roelof 1969 ) is more appropriate to describe the particle distributions. It is not clear how the results on drift reduction translate to the situation of a pitch-angle dependent distribution function, especially because the particle drifts are in that case also pitch-angle dependent. Assuming a large-scale Parker spiral magnetic field configuration (Parker 1958) , Marsh et al. (2013) use their full-orbit test particle model to show that the scattering conditions have only a weak effect on the particle drifts. However, it is not clear if this is due to the high energies they considered, the relatively large parallel mean free paths, or the way their model treats the effects of turbulence through random scattering events that are Poisson-distributed in time.
Aside from the work mentioned above, particle drifts have been largely ignored when modelling SEP transport in the inner heliosphere. Instead, much more attention has been devoted to cross-field diffusion, as it is perceived as an efficient manner to spread particles in the heliosphere. In several cross-field diffusion models, the perpendicular transport of energetic particles is a result of particles diffusing along magnetic field lines that undergo a random walk (see e.g. Shalchi 2009 , and references therein). Cross-field diffusion is most effective where there are large particle intensity gradients perpendicular to the magnetic field (see e.g. Eq. (6) in Wijsen et al. 2019c ), hence, reducing these intensity gradients. Therefore, cross-field diffusion provides a tentative explanation for multi-spacecraft observations that have shown that particle intensities measured in the decay phase of large SEP events by widely separated spacecraft often evolve similarly in time (McKibben 1972) . In addition, the decay phases of these SEP events often have energy spectra that are invariant both in space and time (e.g. Reames et al. 1997a,b) . Roelof et al. (1992) suggested that diffusion barriers produced by coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and interplanetary shocks may be the responsible mechanism and, hence, they coined the term 'reservoir phenomenon'. Reames et al. (1996) proposed that the formation of the reservoir is based on the trapping of particles in a slowly expanding bottle behind a CME. However, it has been noted by authors such as Wang & Qin (2015) that such an expanding magnetic bottle model would still need cross-field diffusion to reduce the spatial gradients of SEP fluxes. In addition, for some SEP events, CMEs are not directly observed by the spacecraft, yet the reservoir phenomenon is still observed (Dalla et al. 2003) and in some cases, the reservoir phenomenon commences before the arrival of the CME (Reames 1999; Wang & Qin 2015) . It is for this reason, among others, that He & Wan (2016) renamed the reservoir phenomenon instead as the 'SEP flood'. In these studies on the reservoir or flood phenomenon, the effects of drifts appear to have been ignored. This is in spite of the observation that during the decay phase, particles will have had enough time to drift a substantial distance. In addition, large scale structures in the IMF, such as magnetic bottles, may produce enhanced particle drifts due to, for example, the presence of strong magnetic field gradients.
In this work, we study the effect of particle drifts, which are due to the gradient and curvature of the magnetic field, on the energy spectra and decay rates of SEP time-intensity profiles as measured by observers located at different positions in the inner heliosphere. We assume different solar wind configurations, including nominal Parker solar winds of 300 km s −1 and 700 km s −1 and a solar wind containing a corotating interaction region (CIR), modelled with the three-dimensional (3D) MHD model EUHFORIA (Pomoell & Poedts 2018) . Particles are propagated under different scattering conditions and assuming different injection profiles. We find that the energy dependence of drifts might have a substantial effect in some cases, especially for observers magnetically connected to the edges of the SEP injection sites. Moreover, the magnetic bottle that is naturally formed in a solar wind containing a CIR, produces strong drifts making particle intensities measured in different energy channels to decay at different rates.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe our particle transport model. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we study the effect of drifts on the intensity-time profiles measured by observers placed along different IMF lines in a Parker configuration with solar wind speeds of 300 km s −1 and 700 km s −1 . In Section 3.3, we compare the intensity decay rate of different energy channels. In Sections 3.4 and 3.5, we show how drifts affect the measured particle energy spectra, obtained from the peak intensities and the fluence, respectively. The effect of crossfield diffusion on our results is discussed in Section 3.6. In Section 3.7, we investigate the particle drifts in a solar wind containing a CIR. We conclude with a summary and discussion in Section 4.
Modelling SEP transport
To study SEPs in the inner heliosphere, we model the evolution of the directional particle intensity j(x, p, µ, t) using the focused transport equation (FTE), extending it with particle drifts in the spatial term (see e.g. le Roux & Webb 2009):
with
In these equations, x denotes the phase-space spatial coordinate and t the time, both measured in an inertial frame, whereas the cosine of the pitch angle µ and the momentum magnitude p or speed are expressed in a frame that is comoving with the solar wind. Furthermore, V sw is the solar wind velocity, and b the unit vector in the direction of the mean magnetic field, D µµ is the pitch-angle diffusion coefficient, κ ⊥ the spatial cross-field diffusion tensor, and V d the pitch-angle dependent drift velocity due to the gradient and curvature of the mean magnetic field, that is,
where Q is the particle charge, and the subscripts and ⊥ denote, respectively, the parallel and perpendicular components with respect to the magnetic field B. As illustrated in the appendix of le Roux & Webb (2009), the FTE includes the effects of the gradient and curvature drift on the particle energy changes by the convective electric field. In addition, le Roux & Webb (2009) show that by including the gradient and curvature drifts in the spatial term of the FTE, the equation becomes equivalent to the standard drift guiding kinetic equation (Littlejohn 1983) . Our particle transport model solves Eq. (1) by integrating the equivalent set of Itô stochastic differential equations forward in time (Gardiner 2004) . For details regarding the numerical procedures used by our model, we refer to Wijsen et al. (2019b) . In our simulations, the particles are sampled in the phase-space volume 2πr 2 sin(θ)∆ϑ∆ϕ∆r∆E∆µ, where E is the particle energy and (r, ϑ, ϕ) are spherical coordinates associated to the inertial frame. We choose ∆r = 0.01 AU, ∆ϑ = ∆ϕ = 0.5 • , ∆µ = 0.1, log 10 (∆E) = 0.1068215. The energy channels that we consider in this work are listed in Table 1 and in the following; when discussing a specific energy channel, we simply refer to the geometric mean E of the channel.
All simulations discussed in this work are performed using 1.5 × 10 8 particles. To increase the statistics further, we average over a time period of 5 minutes.
To mimic a prompt injection of particles, the protons are injected according to a Reid-Axford time profile (Reid 1964 ) and a power law in energy E:
where we choose the parameters of β = 0.2 hours, τ = 1 hours and γ = 3, unless stated otherwise. We inject particles with an energy range between 2 and 60 MeV uniformly from a region that spans 5 • in both longitude and latitude, located at 0.1 AU and centred on the solar equatorial plane. The upper energy of 60 MeV is 24.24 MeV above the highest energy channel considered in our simulations (see Table 1 ). This is done to prevent adiabatic deceleration from depleting the highest energy channel, hence allowing us to focus on the effects of drifts more easily. To obtain comparable statistics in all energy channels, our model injects particles uniformly between 2 and 60 MeV. However, upon injection all particles receive a statistical weight derived from the power law distribution, which is taken into account when sampling the particles. The particle scattering conditions are determined by the pitch-angle diffusion coefficient D µµ for which we use quasilinear theory to prescribe its functional form (see Wijsen et al. 2019b , for details). The level of particle diffusion is quantified by assuming a constant radial mean free path λ r (Bieber et al. 1994) . In this work, we choose either λ r = 0.3 AU or λ r = 0.08 AU. We do not consider cross-field diffusion, that is, κ ⊥ = 0, except in Section 3.6, where we describe the cross-field diffusion model. We inject particles in a Parker IMF of positive polarity for slow 300 km s −1 and fast 700 km s −1 solar wind configurations. Both solar winds are computed assuming a constant sidereal solar rotation period of 25.4 days and a radial magnetic field strength of 1.85 nT at 1.0 AU. In addition, we inject particles in a solar wind configuration containing a CIR, which is generated by a 3D ideal MHD model. The set-up of these latter simulations is discussed in more detail in Section 3.7.
Furthermore, in the results presented below, we focus on observers corotating with the IMF, since the effects of corotation have already been discussed thoroughly in previous studies (see e.g. Dröge et al. 2010; Giacalone & Jokipii 2012; Wijsen et al. 2019b ). Finally, in this work we focus on the effect of drifts in the latitudinal direction only since, close to the equatorial plane, the latitudinal component of the particle drift velocity is dominant with respect to the azimuthal component (e.g. Dalla et al. 2013) . Therefore, in the following we consider observers at different latitudes but they are always magnetically connected to the longitudinal centre of the injection region.
Results

Observers along IMF lines
In this section, we study the intensity-time profiles measured by observers placed at heliocentric radial distances of 0.3 AU, 1.0 AU, and 1.5 AU for two different IMF lines. One IMF line has its foot-point located in the centre of the particle injection region and is hence referred to as the 'central IMF line'. The other has its foot-point 3 • more towards the south, that is, 0.5 • south of the southernmost edge of the injection region and is therefore referred to as the 'southern IMF line'. The latter magnetic field line is not connected, thus, to the injection region at 0.1 AU and so, any particle intensities measured along this IMF line can solely be attributed to drifts since the cross-field diffusion is set to zero.
The results shown in Fig. 1 refer to particles experiencing a constant radial mean free path of 0.3 AU in a 300 km s −1 Parker solar wind. The upper left panel of Fig. 1 shows the intensitytime profiles in three different energy channels for the observers located along the central IMF line. After the prompt onset, particle intensities evolve for the three observers identically, that is, the SEP flood phenomenon is reproduced. As can be seen, the corresponding anisotropies indicate at the onset of the particle event, a clear anti-sunward net-flux of particle, whereas during the decay phase, the particle distribution isotropizes.
The upper right panel of Fig. 1 shows the intensity-time profiles for observers along the IMF line not connected to the injection region. Since magnetic gradient and curvature drifts are both directed southwards in a Parker spiral of positive polarity (see e.g. Dalla et al. 2013) , particles eventually reach this IMF line. . Both panels show the intensity-time profiles for observers at a heliocentric radial distance of 0.3 AU (blue), 1 AU (orange), and 1.5 AU (green), and for protons of 2.70 MeV (dotted curves), 9.25 MeV (dashed) and 31.62 MeV (solid). Lower row: peak-intensities of the simulated proton channels (colour coded) as a function of radial distance for an IMF line at 0 • latitude (left panel) and at −3 • latitude (right panel).
However, this process requires time, explaining why the prompt phase of the particle event is not apparent in the intensity-time profiles. As can be seen, the onset time of the particle event and the attained intensities is approximately identical for the three observers. For the 2.70 MeV energy channel, the onset time is delayed up to ∼16 hours. Meanwhile, at this time, the SEP flood phenomenon has already been established for a well-connected observer and, hence, it is also observed for the southwards drifting particles. This is the reason why the onset time and the attained intensities are approximately identical along the southern IMF line. The significant difference between the arrival time of particles residing in the different energy channels is due to the proportionality of the drifts to the particle energy.
Finally, in looking at the anisotropies (see e.g. Wijsen et al. 2019b , for the definition), we see that at the onset time, the observers at 1.0 and 1.5 AU see strong positive anisotropies cor-responding to anti-sunward streaming protons. This is the case even for the 2.70 MeV channel, which sees the particle onset only after 16 hours. At this time, the anisotropies in this channel are much smaller for the same observers along the central IMF line. It is only for the observer at 0.3 AU that the particle distribution already become isotropic at the time of the onset.
The second row of Fig. 1 shows the peak intensity along both IMF lines as a function of the heliocentric radial distance for various energy channels. For the well-connected IMF line, we see a decreasing trend resulting from the expanding magnetic flux tubes and particle scattering, as studied previously in, for example, Lario et al. (2007) and He et al. (2017) . The peak intensities along this IMF line track the prompt phase of the particle event. For the southern IMF line, we see that the peak intensity is approximately constant with radial distance. This is because the peak intensities along the IMF line are not reached during the prompt phase of the particle event but during the decay phase when the SEP flood phenomenon is established.
To give a better idea of the effect of the solar wind speed on the particle drifts, Fig. 2 shows the intensity-time profiles for the case of a solar wind of 700 km s −1 instead of 300 km s −1 as previously shown. The left panel of the figure shows the intensity-time profiles for the observers along the southern IMF line, where we assumed the same scattering conditions as before (i.e. λ r = 0.3 AU). Thus, the only difference in the simulation parameters between this panel and the upper right panel of Fig. 1 is the solar wind speed. As can be seen, similar intensities are achieved in both cases, yet the decay rate of the 31.62 MeV channel is considerably higher in the 700 km s −1 case, especially towards the end of the simulation. Moreover, the flood phenomenon is not as well established in the 700 km s −1 solar wind since the observer at 0.3 AU measures slightly lower particle intensities than the observers at 1.0 and 1.5 AU. A remarkable difference between the slow and fast solar wind cases is that the anisotropies in the former are significantly larger during the first hours following the particle onset. In addition, in contrast to the slow solar wind case, both at 0.3 AU and 1.0 AU in the fast solar wind case, the observers measure negative anisotropies in the 9.25 MeV and the 31.62 MeV energy channels, indicating sun-ward streaming protons. From the expression of the drift velocities in a Parker spiral (see Eqs. (23) -(29) in Dalla et al. 2013) , it can be derived that for the assumed solar wind configurations, the drifts in the latitudinal direction are larger in the fast than in the slow solar wind for heliocentric distances r 0.8 AU. In contrast, for r 0.8 AU, the slow solar wind contains the larger particle latitudinal drift speeds. These radial dependencies of the drifts lead to the different anisotropies measured in both solar wind configurations.
Next, we examine the effect of the radial mean free path on the particle drifts. The central panel of Fig. 2 shows the intensitytime profiles for λ r = 0.08 AU. As can be seen, decreasing the radial mean free path increases the obtained intensities but also the decay rate, especially for the observer at 0.3 AU. Despite the smaller mean free path and hence the stronger diffusion along the IMF line, the flood phenomenon is less established compared to the previous simulation. This result can be attributed to the effects of particle deceleration. The smaller mean free path traps particles a longer time at small radial distances, where adiabatic deceleration is strongest. To illustrate this, we show in the right panel of Fig. 2 the intensity-time profiles for a simulation where the terms causing particle deceleration ( i.e. Eq. (4)) were switched off. In this case, the different observers do obtain largely similar intensities in the corresponding energy channels. We also note that the onset of the particle intensities in the 2.70 MeV energy channel is delayed by about 2 hours. This is because in the simulation including particle deceleration, particles with higher injection energy and hence larger initial drift velocity end up populating the 2.70 MeV energy channel, therefore, arriving earlier. This illustrates the important combined effect of particle deceleration and particle drifts.
Finally, it is worth noting that the peak-intensities of the drifted particles are larger for the smaller particle mean free path case. This in contrast to what is obtained for well-connected observers, where peak-intensities increase for larger mean free paths (Lario et al. 2007; Agueda et al. 2012) . Transport under small mean free paths favours the spreading of particles via drifts, translating into enhanced particle intensity levels observed all along the southern IMF line, whereas in the case of the central IMF line, the less anisotropic streaming conditions of the particles translate into larger peak intensities for the observers closer to the Sun with respect to those attained at further distances (Lario et al. 2007 ).
Observers at different latitudes
In this section, we study in detail the intensity-time profiles of corotating observers located at 1.0 AU, but at different latitudes. Specifically, we consider observers at latitudes 2.25 • , 0 • , −2.25 • , and −3 • . These latitudes denote the centre of the corresponding sampling box, which has a latitudinal width ∆ϑ = 0.5 • (see Section 2). Only the first three observers are thus magnetically connected to the particle injection region. A 700 km s −1 solar wind and a λ r = 0.3 AU are assumed. The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the intensities and anisotropies for a high-energy (31.62 MeV) and a low-energy (2.70 MeV) channel. In these figures, the anisotropy is set to zero when the corresponding intensity drops below a threshold value of 10 −13 to avoid spurious, nonsignificant fluctuations of the anisotropies. The intensity at high energy is observed to drop quickly for the observer located at 2.25 • latitude (blue curves). This observer is connected to a point close to the northern edge of the injection region and since the particles experience drifts that are solely southward in a Parker IMF of positive polarity, particles are rapidly drained from this field line due to the drifts. The right panel of Fig. 3 displays the intensity-time profiles for all eleven energy channels for this same observer. In this panel we see clearly see how the proportionality of the drifts with energy of the particles makes the higher-energy channels drop to zero first.
It is important to note that the drops in intensity in Fig. 3 are influenced by the assumed spatial sampling resolution. If, for example, the latitudinal extent of the sampling box would be reduced, the southern edge of the sampling box would be shifted northward, (i.e. connected even closer to the northern edge of the injection region) and, hence, the drop-offs in intensity would occur earlier.
The solid orange curve in the left panel of Fig. 3 shows that for the observer located in the equatorial plane, the intensities in the highest energy channel eventually also drop to zero. However, this occurs later than for the 2.25 • observer because during the first hours of the particle event, the observer at 0 • latitude receives drifting particles that were injected north of the solar equatorial plane; the net southward particle flux due to drifts is thus initially zero. With time, all high-energy particles drift southwards of the observer and the in-flux of these particles drops to zero, resulting in the increased decay rate. This does not happen for the 2.70 MeV channel in the depicted time-range, since the particle drifts are much slower at the low energies. Similarly, for the observer located at −2.25 • latitude (green curves in the left panel of Fig. 3) , the increase in the decay rate of the 31.62 MeV channel is only seen after ∼28 hours.
As discussed in the previous section, the observer located at −3 • latitude (red curves in the left panel of Fig. 3 ) only receives particles due to drifts as it is not magnetically connected to the injection region. There is an increase in the decay rate after ∼32 hours in the highest energy channel. This faster decay is not present when drifts are not included (see e.g. the left panel of Fig. 4 for an observer in the equatorial plane). Moreover, the intensities in the 2.70 MeV channel converge towards the intensities of the well-connected observers located at 0 • and −2.25 • latitude.
In considering all observers, we see that for the 31.62 MeV energy channel, the different observers never measure the same intensities, that is, the SEP flood phenomenon is not reproduced. When excluding the observer at 2.25 • latitude, the flood phenomenon is reproduced during a short interval (between ∼4 and ∼14 hours). However, in this interval, the reservoir effect is not present in the 2.70 MeV channel unless also the observer located at −3.0 • latitude is excluded. We note that all well-connected observers would see the same intensity time-profiles if drifts were not present, since particles are injected uniformly from the injection region. Thus, these results clearly demonstrate that drifts prevent the SEP flood phenomenon to occur for observers with different magnetic connection to the particle source, at least when no other cross-field transport mechanisms are at work. This applies to the observers at different radial distances (not shown here).
The intensity decay rates
As noted in the introduction, the decay phase of SEP events is often characterised by disappearing spatial intensity gradients and by identical decay rates at different energy channels. In this section, we compare these decay rates by normalising the intensity time-profiles obtained for an observer located in the solar equatorial plane to their value attained at t = 8 hours. As in the previous section, we consider a 700 km s −1 solar wind with λ r = 0.3 AU. The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the intensity-time profiles obtained when the particle drift V d in Eq. (2) is set to zero in the simulation. In this case, particle intensity measured in different energy channels decay at a similar rate until nearer to the end of the simulation where the highest energy channel starts decaying faster. In spite of the particles having been injected up to 60 MeV, eventually the majority have decelerated to energies below 31.62 MeV and, consequently, this energy channel becomes depleted of particles. The depletion of intensity in the 31.62 MeV channel does not occur within the simulated 48 hours when, instead, particles are injected up to, for example, 90 MeV, (not shown here). The central panel of Fig. 4 shows the intensity-time profiles when the drift term is included in Eq. (2), illustrating that drifts cause a significant increase in the decay rate in the higher energy channels. Consequently, it is only approximately ten hours after the prompt phase that a similar decay rate is seen in all energy channels.
Finally, the right panel of Fig. 4 shows the intensity-time profiles when injecting particles according to a Reid-Axford profile with a much slower decay rate, that is, with β = 0.2 hours τ = 8 hours in Eq. 6. Such a heavy-tailed injection time-profile mimics a prolonged injection of SEPs. As can be seen, the intensity drop-off in the high-energy channels due to drifts is much more gradual. However, different energy channels still show different decay rates.
Peak-intensity energy spectra
In this section, we study the effects of drifts on the energy spectrum measured during the peak-intensity in every energy channel for a 700 km s −1 solar wind. The peak-intensity energy spectrum is often used as a proxy for the particle energy spectrum dN/dE near the Sun, where dN denotes the number of particles in an infinitesimal phase-space element 1 . If particles were to travel scatter-free and without energy changes, the observed peak-intensity energy spectrum would correspond to the injected spectrum. In the present simulation setup, we would therefore obtain a peak intensity spectrum proportional to E −3.5 , since particles are injected according to j ∝ E −3 (or dN/dE ∝ E −3.5 ; see Section 2).
However, adiabatic deceleration and the (energy dependent) particle scattering will harden the spectrum. Figure 5 shows the energy spectra for four simulations without particle drifts, both with and without particle deceleration and for two different radial mean free paths. Denoting the slope of the linear (in log-log space) fit to the data in the figure by a, we see that all energy spectra are harder than the injected spectrum, that is, the absolute value of the slope is always smaller than 3.5. The energy dependence of the assumed diffusion coefficient D µµ (see also Eq. (8) in Wijsen et al. (2019b) ) implies that low-energy particles have a smaller mean free path than high-energy particles, therefore lowering the attained peak-intensity more for the former compared to the latter (Lario et al. 2007) . As a result, the energy spectrum is hardened. The diffusion of the peak-intensities due to scattering also explains why in Fig. 5 , the peak-intensities are lower for λ r = 0.08 AU than for λ r = 0.3 AU. Moreover, the smaller the mean free path, the more pronounced the effect of the energy dependence of the mean free path on the energy spectrum as it takes a longer time for the particles to reach the observer. In addition, the smaller mean free path for low-energy particles will keep these particles closer to the Sun for a prolonged time, where the adiabatic deceleration is largest and, hence, further hardening the energy spectrum.
Apart from scattering and adiabatic deceleration, particle drifts can modify the observed peak-intensity energy spectrum, as drifts are energy dependent. Figure 6 shows the peak-intensity energy spectra for observers that are, as before, located at different radial distances along the same IMF line. This is done for three different IMF lines, where each IMF line's foot-point has a different latitude. The left and right panels of Fig. 6 shows results for the injection intensity j(E) ∝ E −1 and j(E) ∝ E −3 , respectively. The dotted lines are linear fits to the energy spectra, with the estimated slope a and the standard error given in Table 2 .
For observers in the solar equatorial plane (orange curves) the energy spectra can be seen to harden with radial distance. In contrast, for the observer located at 2.25 • latitude (blue curves), the energy spectra remain constant with radial distance. This is because by the time the particles reach 1.5 AU, some highenergy particles have already drifted significantly southward, counteracting the spectral hardening that would be otherwise observed. Consequently, an IMF line with foot-point closer to the northern edge of the injection region would show an energy spectrum that softens with radial distance. At small radial distances, the observers located at 0.3 AU with latitudes 2.25 • and 0 • measure identical peak-intensities. This is because these peakintensities are obtained early in the simulation, before the effect of drifts have become notable.
The green curves of Fig. 6 show that observers at latitude −3 • have a much harder spectrum than the others. This is due to the proportionality of the drifts to the particle energy. In the left panel, depicting the case of γ = 1 in Eq. (6), we expect, therefore, to see a peak-intensity energy spectrum E −0.5 . However, as noted before, particle scattering and adiabatic deceleration will harden the spectrum even more, explaining the a < 0.5 slope that is obtained. Analogously for case of γ = 3, we expect to see a peak-intensity energy spectrum harder than E −2.5 , which is indeed the case. Finally, it is interesting to note that the energy spectrum of observers along the IMF line with latitude −3 • is independent of radial distance. This is because the peakintensity occurs during the decay phase of the SEP event when the SEP flood phenomenon is established along IMF lines (see Section 3.1).
Energy spectra of fluence
We now examine the energy spectrum obtained from computing the particle fluence for observers located at different latitudes at the first 16-hour interval, drifts soften the energy spectrum for the observer at 2.25 • latitude with respect to the observer at 0 • . For the observer at −3 • latitude we see an energy spectrum with positive slope at low energies, again due to the energy dependence of the drifts (drifted low-energy protons have just started to reach the 1.0 AU observer within this period; see the left panel of Fig. 2) . The central panel of Fig. 7 shows how a very soft energy spectrum is observed at 2.25 • latitude. In contrast, the energy spectra of the observers at −3 • and −4 • latitude converge towards the one of the observer in the solar equatorial plane, except at the high-energy end, where the equatorial observer starts seeing a softening of its energy spectra due to the particle drifts. This becomes even more pronounced in the last 16 hours of the simulation, during which the energy spectrum of the 0 • observer is formed by a power law and an exponential rollover at ∼ 10 MeV (see central panel of Fig. 4) .
The effect of cross-field diffusion
In the previous sections, we illustrate how drifts alter the modelled intensity-time profiles and energy spectra. In particular, it is shown that drifts can pose a challenge for the formation of the SEP flood phenomenon, if no other cross-field transport mechanisms are available. The SEP flood or reservoir effect is, however, attributed as an effect of spatial diffusion (e.g. Wang & Qin 2015) . In this section, we aim to show how cross-field diffusion might alter the results of the previous sections. In order to do so, Fig. 6 : Peak-intensity spectra for simulations with the effect of drifts included and for observers in a 700 km s −1 solar wind, located at different radial distances and latitudes, as indicated by the legend. Left and right panels are for injection intensities j ∝ E −1 and j ∝ E −3 , respectively. The dotted curves are linear fits with the slope a and its standard error given in Table 2 . We note that the orange line covers the blue line for the observers at 0.3 AU (dot symbols). Fig. 7 : Fluence energy spectra for three different time intervals, as indicated above the figures. The energy spectra are for observers in a 700 km s −1 Parker wind located at different latitudes at 1 AU. Fig. 8 : Fluence energy spectra for simulations with cross-field diffusion, measured between 32h and 48h. Left panel and central panel are for α = 10 −4 , whereas the right panel is for α = 10 −3 . Left panel is for simulations without particle drifts, whereas the central and right panel include drifts.
we perform simulations using an axis-symmetric cross-field diffusion process, with the following diffusion coefficient (Dröge et al. 2010; Wijsen et al. 2019c )
where B 0 is the magnetic field strength at 1 AU, λ = λ r /b 2 r is the parallel mean free path, and the parameter α determines the strength of the cross-field diffusion. The simple functional form of κ ⊥ allows us to easily track the effects of cross-field diffusion in our simulations. We leave it to future work to study Fig. 9 : Magnetic field strength in the solar equatorial plane. Dashed lines represent some IMF lines with equally spaced footpoints. Green lines are the IMF lines at the edges of the particle injection region. The cyan diamond is the observer discussed in the text.
the effects of more advanced cross-field diffusion theories on the pitch-angle dependent drifts. The left and central panels of Fig. 8 show the fluence energy spectra for different observers, measured between 32h and 48h and with a cross-field diffusion parameter α = 10 −4 . The left panel of the figure corresponds to simulations without particle drifts, whereas the central panel includes the effects of particle drifts. A comparison of both panels illustrates that significant differences exist between the two simulations. The symmetry with respect to the solar equatorial plane is broken when drifts are present, with the observers in the southern hemisphere measuring a harder energy spectrum than the corresponding observers in the northern hemisphere. Since different observers measure a different energy spectrum, the SEP flood phenomenon is not reproduced. The slopes of the energy spectra of the different observers match more closely when no particle drifts are included, although they are not identical. This is because the cross-field diffusion model we use contains an energydependence, which counteracts the establishment of the reservoir phenomenon. In contrast, in other approaches, such as the meandering field line model of Laitinen et al. (2013) , the crossfield diffusion is independent of the particle's energy and would, hence, spread the particles throughout the heliosphere without changing the energy spectrum.
The right panel of Fig. 8 shows the same as the central panel, yet for a cross-field diffusion process that is ten times stronger (α = 10 −3 ). As before, we see that the particle drifts can break the symmetry with respect to the solar equatorial plane. However, the difference between the observers at ±6 • is considerably smaller than in the central panel, that is, cross-field diffusion mitigates the effect of the drifts. At larger latitudes and high energies, we still see a non-negligible difference between the northern and the corresponding southern observer.
A magnetic bottle
The reservoir phenomenon has usually been attributed to the expansion of a magnetic bottle, typically in association with CMEs (Reames et al. 1996) . Another solar wind configuration that also contains a magnetic bottle is a CIR. In this case, one end of the bottle is formed by the converging IMF lines near the Sun whereas the other end is formed at the CIR, where the plasma and IMF are compressed. In Wijsen et al. (2019a,b) we modelled a CIR by using the 3D MHD model EUHFORIA. This was done by prescribing a slow solar wind of 330 km s −1 everywhere at the inner boundary, with the exception of a circular 660 km s −1 fast solar wind region with a 30 • diameter and a midpoint located at 5 • latitude (see e.g. Fig. 1 of Wijsen et al. 2019b) . Between the slow and fast wind, a transition region exists in which the solar wind speed increases linearly. This transition region eventually evolves at larger radial distances into a corotating interaction region bounded by two MHD shock waves. For more details, we refer to Wijsen et al. (2019a) and Wijsen et al. (2019b) . Figure 9 shows the logarithm of the magnetic field strength in the solar equatorial plane in the MHD simulation, as well as some magnetic field lines. From the inner boundary, we inject particles in a region located in the slow solar wind in front of the fast wind stream. The magnetic field lines bounding the injection region are denoted in green and, as before, the injection region is centred on the solar equatorial plane with a latitudinal width of 5 • . The green IMF lines in Fig. 9 highlight the magnetic bottle structure that has formed. In addition, it is shown in Wijsen et al. (2019b) that the strong and sudden magnetic field enhancement at the forward shock or compression wave of the CIR is an effective particle mirror. Particles are injected as described in Section 2, with λ r = 0.3 AU and κ ⊥ = 0. Moreover, we do both simulations with and without the inclusion of particle drifts in the spatial term of the FTE.
The left and central panel of Fig. 10 show the intensity-time profiles for the corotating observer indicated by a cyan diamond in Fig. 10 , who is located in the solar equatorial plane. The left panel shows the results obtained for simulations when particle drifts are neglected in Eq. (2), whereas the central panel includes those particle drift effect. The time-intensity profiles in the left panel decay very slowly with time. For example, over a range of ∼ 48 hours the intensities only drop by a factor of ∼ 3 for the lowest energy channel, which is much less than in a Parker spiral, where there is typically a decrease of several orders of magnitude (see e.g. Fig. 1 ). As we already alluded to previously, this is the effect of the magnetic bottle, trapping the particles between the Sun and the CIR.
In the central panel of Fig. 10 , it can be seen that the timeintensity profiles are strongly altered when the effect of particle drifts are included. At the forward shock wave of the CIR, there is a strong magnetic gradient pointing sunward, which enhances the southward gradient drift motion of the particles. As a result, all energy channels are affected by the drifts. This is in sharp contrast with the 300 km s −1 Parker solar wind case, where drifts had no effects on the intensity decay rates for a well-connected observer (see left panel of Fig. 1) , and with the 700 km s −1 solar wind, where only the high energy channels were affected by drifts (not shown). Moreover, the central panel of Fig. 9 shows that different energy channels have different decay rates, with the higher energy channels decaying faster. No reservoir phenomenon is thus established, despite the presence of a magnetic bottle.
The right panel of Fig. 9 displays the intensities measured by an observer located at −6.5 • in latitude. In the Parker spiral, this observer did not see any significant intensities, yet here we see that the observer detects intensities comparable and even higher than the intensities of a well-connected observer in the decay phase. The intensity in the 31.62 MeV channel is only a Fig. 10 : Left and central panels are the intensity-time profiles for the observer indicated by the cyan diamond in Fig. 9 for simulations without and with particle drifts, respectively. The right panel is for an observer at the same longitude as the other panels yet at a latitude of −6.5 • and with the effect of particle drifts included. factor of ∼ 3 lower than the peak intensity of that channel for the well-connected observer. From the anisotropies, we see that most particles are streaming sunward, which is a result of the significant drifts and the mirroring that these particles undergo when reaching the forward shock wave bounding the CIR. Figure 11 shows the 31.62 MeV intensities and anisotropies during the first 6 hours of the simulation, when particles are instead injected as a delta function in time. The inset plots show three snapshots of the normalised pitch-angle distributions (PADs). The first snapshot corresponds to the peak phase and shows a clear anti-sunward streaming particle distribution (i.e. a PAD with a positive slope). However, after ∼ 2 hours, a second maximum in the intensity profiles appears. The corresponding PAD has a negative slope, indicating sunward streaming protons. These are particles that have been mirrored at the forward shock of the CIR. Afterwards, the simulation without drifts slowly decreases in intensity and becomes more isotropic (a vanishing anisotropy and a horizontal PAD). In contrast, the simulation that includes drifts shows a rapidly decreasing intensity profile with positive anisotropies and a PAD of positive slope, indicating anti-sunward streaming protons like at the peak phase of the event. This is because the particles not only undergo mirroring at the forward shock, but also strong southwards drifts, driving the particles to lower latitudes.
Summary and discussion
In this work, we investigate how drifts may affect the intensitytime profiles of SEP events for protons with energies between 2.39 and 35.76 MeV. Since drifts are a relatively slow process compared to the streaming of the particles along the IMF lines, their effect is mainly manifested during the decay phase of SEP events.
When the effect of drifts is neglected in the spatial part of the FTE, the modelled intensity-time profiles for observers located at different radial distances along an IMF line typically show the same intensity fall-off after the prompt phase of the particle event. Moreover, the decay rate is similar for all en-ergy channels. Both of these properties are in accordance with the SEP flood or reservoir phenomenon and are expected in a diffusion-dominated system. When magnetic gradient and curvature drifts are modelled in a Parker spiral configuration of positive polarity, particles experience a southwards drift. As a result, an observer magnetically connected close to the northern edge of the particle injection region will see a prompt drop in the intensities. The proportionality of the drifts to energy leads to an intensity drop that occurs earlier for the more energetic particles. As a result, the intensity drop is different from the drop observed when a stationary observer leaves the particle streaming zone due to corotation (see e.g. Dröge et al. (2010) ; Wijsen et al. (2019b) ). This latter intensity drop is more abrupt and occurs quasi-simultaneously for all energy channels, unless there is energy-dependent cross-field diffusion or significant particle drifts in the azimuthal direction.
Observers that have a magnetic connection south of the particle injection region detect the particle onset at later times when compared to a well-connected observer. For these southern observers, the particle onset occurs during the decay phase of the SEP event seen by the well-connected observer and, hence, observers located along the same IMF line see similar intensities and onset times, irrespective of their radial distance from the Sun. In addition, as a consequence of the energy dependence of the drifts, the difference in the arrival times among particles of different energies is larger as compared to a well-connected event.
The effect of drifts on the different energy channels is enhanced by adiabatic deceleration since high-energy particles may drift significantly before decelerating to lower-energy channels, giving the false impression that the low-energy particles are drifting considerably. Such an impression is aided by assuming strong scattering conditions since a small mean free path keeps particles for a prolonged amount of time at smaller radial distances, where the adiabatic deceleration is strongest. This is especially true for a fast solar wind as the adiabatic deceleration scales with the solar wind velocity in a Parker solar wind. Fig. 11: 31 .62 MeV intensities and anisotropies for the observer indicated by the cyan diamond in Fig. 9 . The three insets show the normalised pitch angle distributions, corresponding to the snapshots indicated by the red dots. Solid and dotted lines are for simulations without and with particle drifts.
Observers located south of the particle injection region measure a very hard energy spectrum when looking at the peak intensities. In contrast, observers magnetically connected to the northern edge of the particle injection region measure a much softer energy spectrum. A similar trend is observed when studying the energy spectra derived from particle fluences. An observer at positive latitude sees a very hard energy spectra during the decay phase of the SEP event. In contrast, an observer south of the particle injection region measures an energy spectra with a positive slope at lower energies for a prolonged amount of time. The observer located in the solar equatorial plane sees the energy spectrum evolving from a simple power law to a power law with an exponential rollover at high energies due to the combined effects of drifts and adiabatic deceleration (see also the middle panel of Fig. 2 ).
An evident way of reproducing the SEP flood phenomenon is to have strong spatial diffusion (McKibben 1972) as diffusion tends to mitigate any gradients present in a physical system. If cross-field diffusion should be responsible for the reservoir phenomenon, then particle drifts impose a lower limit on the strength of the needed cross-field diffusion. This is because the cross-field diffusion needs to be strong enough to mitigate any asymmetry introduced by the particle drifts. The cross-field diffusion used in Section 3.6 (α = 10 −4 ) was not strong enough to wash away the drift effects on the particle distribution function. For a cross-field diffusion ten times stronger, (α = 10 −3 ), the asymmetry between the intensities in the northern and southern hemispheres is diminished. However, the efficiency of cross-field diffusion to mitigate the effect of particle drifts might strongly depend on the properties of the diffusion tensor as, for example, its dependence on the particle energy. Hence more simulations with different diffusion models are required to clarify this point.
Finally, the reservoir phenomenon has been explained in the past as the result of particle trapping in an expanding magnetic bottle (Reames et al. 1996) . In Section 3.7, we use a solar wind configuration with a CIR that naturally produces a magnetic bottle as well, although it is not expanding. When particle drifts were not included in the spatial part of the FTE, we observed a very slow decay in the different energy channels, but with a slightly different decay rate.
When including the effect of drifts in the simulations, the particle intensity-time profiles were strongly modified. In contrast to the cases in a Parker IMF, all energy channels are now affected by the particle drifts, even the lower ones. The reason is that particle drifts are strongly enhanced at the forward shock wave that bounds the CIR. The gradient drift introduced by this forward compression wave is mostly southward in the solar equatorial plane, hence, intensifying the drift present in a nominal Parker spiral of positive polarity. As a result, the asymmetry of the particle distribution as a function of latitude is strongly enhanced.
Although it is not modelled here, a magnetic bottle configuration behind a CME is also likely to be characterised by strong magnetic field gradients and, hence, strong particle drifts. Any model attempting to explain the reservoir phenomenon should take this into account, although significant cross-field diffusion might diminish or remove the effect of drifts. Full-orbit particle simulations indicate that the particle drift terms as appearing in the isotropic Parker equation can be quenched when strong turbulence is present (see e.g. Engelbrecht 2019, and references therein) . However, the results of these full-orbit simulations might be altered strongly near high amplitude compression waves or shock waves, where strong magnetic field gradients amplify the particle drifts. In addition, the level of turbulence near shock waves depends on the shock geometry, since, for example, the excitation of Alfvén waves due to particle streaming is proportional to the cosine of the angle between the upstream magnetic field and the shock normal direction (e.g. Tylka et al. 2005; Tylka & Lee 2006 , and references therein). Quasiperpendicular shocks, such as the forward shock in our simulated CIR, might thus be characterised by reduced levels of turbulence such that the particle drifts are not quenched.
Finally, it is worth noting that the proportionality of drifts with energy will increase their effects on high-energy particles (e.g. Marsh et al. 2013 ) and that the solar wind often contains compression and rarefaction regions, as well as current sheets which modify the strength and the direction of drifts. Hence, more studies are required that include the effect of more realistic non-nominal solar wind configurations in order to better understand the effects that drifts might have on the observed intensitytime profiles of SEP events. In this respect, Parker Solar Probe and the upcoming Solar Orbiter observations may help disentangle all these effects.
